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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present how we integrated Python with a Smalltalk

environment on interpreter level in order to be able to reuse con-

cepts and tools from Smalltalk for Python development.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Smalltalk programming language is one of the few languages

that comes with its own development environment [6]. It is largely

implemented in itself, which enables many features that are miss-

ing in other programming languages and integrated development

environments (ides).

One example of such a feature is Smalltalk’s interactive debug-

ger, which allows stop-edit-continue programming at runtime. In

contrast, Python’s default debugger PDB [15] uses traditional break-

points to stop-and-inspect the runtime. It does not allow developers

to modify program code and continue afterwards, or to interrupt

the program at arbitrary points. Python ides provide UI-based

debugging tools which can be more convenient, but their function-

ality is ultimately a graphical layer over PDB.

We believe that the advantages of Smalltalk’s tools, such as the

debugger, as well as the ability to rapidly build new tools would also

be bene�cial for developers working with other programming lan-

guages. We intend to lay the groundwork for this e�ort by demon-

strating a mechanism to integrate other dynamic, object-oriented

languages with Smalltalk, using Python as our prototype. In our

design, we integrate Python and Smalltalk at an equal level rather

than one running on top of the other. Not only will this result in

better performance, but more importantly it will allow us to adopt
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Smalltalk tools, so that they can be used for Python development.

On the other hand, this also makes thousands of Python packages

available to the Smalltalk community, including popular and ma-

ture packages such as NumPy [10], Django [7], or scikit-learn [11].

With our work, we aim to make the following contributions:

(1) Demonstrate an approach to deeply integrate a foreign

programming language with Smalltalk;

(2) Lay the groundwork for adapting Smalltalk concepts and

tools for Python development;

(3) Allow the Smalltalk community to easily reuse Python li-

braries and frameworks.

2 IMPLEMENTATION

Our approach is based on interpreter composition of RPython-

based virtual machines (vms) [1, 2]. We use RSqueak/VM [4] for

Squeak/Smalltalk [8] and PyPy [13] for Python. Since we want to be

able to interact with the Smalltalk environment while a Python pro-

gram is running, we need to �nd a way to run the two interpreter

loops concurrently.

Figure 1: The vm switches to the Python interpreter loop

whenever a Smalltalk-level Python process is scheduled.

Smalltalk has a concept of processes which can be scheduled dy-

namically [6]. Figure 1 shows how we leverage this and integrate

the execution of Python bytecodes with a Smalltalk-level process,

leaving the decision when to run more Python bytecodes up to

the Smalltalk scheduler. This scheduler uses priority-based round-

robin scheduling [6] to run Smalltalk processes, and therefore en-

sures that Smalltalk’s standard processes, such as the UI process,

are being scheduled alongside with Python-executing processes.

This keeps the Smalltalk environment responsive and even allows

us to interrupt a Python process to inspect it from Smalltalk.

In a second step, we introduce a special PythonObject class in

Smalltalk and add appropriate primitives to the vm in order to be

able to interact with and send messages to Python objects. From
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now on, we can execute Python code from Smalltalk by calling

a primEval:filename:mode: method, which, just like Python’s

compile() built-in, expects Python source code, a �lename, and

a mode (“eval”, “exec”, or “single”). The result of such a call is ei-

ther a PythonObject, or a Smalltalk object in case the vm is able

to automatically convert a primitive data type. When sending a

message to a PythonObject, the vm �rst attempts to call a corre-

sponding Python method or to get a Python attribute. If this was

unsuccessful, it performs a normal Smalltalk lookup. This means

that PythonObjects are hybrid objects, because they can have both,

methods written in Python and in Smalltalk. As an example for the

interaction with PythonObjects, calling

(PythonObject

primEval: 'dict(x=123, y=456)'

filename: '<string>'

mode: 'eval') __getitem__: 'x'

results in a SmallInteger 123 in Smalltalk, and is equivalent to

calling dict(x=123, y=456).__getitem__('x') in Python.

With this, we can start to adopt and build new tools in Smalltalk

to control and modify a Python program at runtime as well as use

Python libraries and objects in Smalltalk applications.

3 RELATEDWORK

There are several implementations of programming languages which

run on top of another language, such as JRuby [9], which is a Ruby

implementation on top of Java. Moreover, the idea to compose in-

terpreters in RPython is also not a new one [2, 3]. However, in these

approaches debuggers and other tools for the foreign language can-

not share runtime concepts and need to be built from scratch. The

Helvetia [12] project aims to make Smalltalk tools reusable, but

targets embedded languages. Eco [5] is a language composition

editor which allows to write application in multiple languages at

the same time, but does not execute them.

4 FUTUREWORK

In the following months, we are going to adopt Smalltalk tools, such

as the debugger, the system browser, or the test runner, so that they

can be used for Python development. Moreover, adapted versions

of the workspace and inspection tools would allow live, interac-

tive exploration of Python objects. In addition, we want to eval-

uate whether building application-speci�c tools in Smalltalk, for

example using Vivide [14], translates to other languages. We have

already implemented simple applications which reuse the Python

standard library. But it would also be interesting to see a Smalltalk

project using more powerful Python packages such as scikit-learn

in order to further improve the interaction between the two lan-

guages. We also want to generalize our approach and apply it to

other programming languages, such as integrating Ruby, to demon-

strate that the design is not limited to Python. Further on, we want

to investigate if and how we can integrate languages with other

programming paradigms, such as Prolog.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we demonstrated how we designed and implemented

a vm with support for Smalltalk and Python. Since our approach is

based on interpreter composition, we only compromise little perfor-

mance for the ability to control the execution of Python code from

Smalltalk. With this prototype vm, we can start adopting Smalltalk

tools, such as its interactive debugger, for Python development.
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